Examples of courses that would fulfill college distribution requirements
This is just to get you started. Some may not be offered this semester. Check here to find more courses that you may have always wanted to take: https://classes.cornell.edu/browse/roster/FA16/subject/HD As Ezra Cornell claimed, you should be able to find “instruction in any study” at Cornell.

When selecting a course, ask yourself the following questions:
1) Does the course fit one of the categories of the distribution requirements?
2) Is there any prerequisite? (If yes, it may not be right for a freshman.)
3) How many credit hours?

Fulfilling the College Social Science Requirements (Category B)

Good for Freshmen
PSYCH 1101 Introduction to Psychology: The Frontiers of Psychological Inquiry
SOC 1101 & DSOC 1101 Introduction to Sociology (you can only take ONE of these two classes and have it count for credit)
SOC 1290 American Society through Film
ECON 1110 Introductory Microeconomics
ECON 1120 Introductory Macroeconomics
ANTHR 1400 The Comparison of Cultures
ANTHR 2421 Sex and Gender in Cross-Cultural Perspective
GOVT 1111 Introduction to American Government
GOVT 1817 Introduction to International Relations

Good for Transfer Students: The following require a basic course in Sociology, Anthropology, or Political Science
BSOC/STS 3011 Life Sciences and Society
DSOC 2200 Sociology of Health and Ethnic Minorities
DSOC/SOC 2710 America’s Promise: Social and Political Context of American Education
SOC 3380 Urban Inequality

Advanced courses that require some background in Psychology
PSYCH 2050 Perception
PSYCH 3350 The Psychology of Attention
Courses That Fulfill the College Humanities Requirement (Category D)
ENGL 2160 Television
ENGL 2270 Shakespeare
ENGL 2761 American Cinema
ENGL 2771 Africa in Hollywood
HIST 1595 African American History from 1865
HIST 3451 Cultural & Identity in Modern America

Statistics (Quantitative Requirement E) – choices for HD majors
AEM 2100, BTRY 3010, ILRST/STSCI 2100, MATH 1710, PAM 2100 (not offered in the Fall), PSYCH 3500
HD students are REQUIRED to take the 4th credit in PSYCH 3500
PAM 2100 will fulfill the statistics requirement AND count toward the 9 credits outside the major AND count toward the 43 credits in Human Ecology
NOTE: PAM 2101 (Fall semester) is for PAM majors only

The College Requires 9 Credits in Human Ecology outside Your Major
(Note that some classes have prerequisites)
DEA 2700 Healthy Places
NS 1150 Nutrition, Health, and Society
NS 2450 Social Science Perspectives on Food and Nutrition
PAM 2220 Controversies about Inequality
PAM 2300 Introduction to Policy Analysis
PAM 2350 The U.S. Health Care System
PAM 2610 Orange is the New Black
PAM 3150 Social Welfare Policy in the US
PAM 3280 Fundamentals of Population Health
PAM 3370 Race and Policy (better if you have some background in sociology)
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